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Maintenance Instructions - Form 10403

Maintenance Overview

Lightly clean the surface every six months or as needed with a non-ionic soap like Ivory Soap. Dry
completely and reapply a new layer of wax with a brush when dry. If the wax is maintained regularly
there is a good chance the clear sealer will last a long time.

Cleaning and Care of Lighting Fixtures

Required Materials:
1)  (2) terrycloth or similarly durable soft cloth
2)  Non-ionic soap like Ivory Soap (liquid)
3)  Sculpt Noveau Wax
4)  Vacuum (portable or with hose attachment)

Directions:

1)  Using the vacuum, gently remove any surface dust from the fixture. Keep the edge of the vacuum
 or hose attachment from touching the fixture as this may damage the finish. Removing the dust
 prevents it from becoming an abrasive that will damage the fixture when wiping it down.

2)  Spray a small amount of the soap solution onto the terrycloth and gently wipe down the surface
 of the fixture. Remove any discoloration or fingerprints. Wipe dry with second terrycloth.

3)  Apply the wax to a warm or cold surface. Stippling with a brush may be the preferred method of
 application so as to not create streaking on the surface. Then apply a smooth film of wax to the
 surface. Try not to let the clear wax fill up in the recessed areas as it may turn white. Use a soft
 brush to remove the excess wax from these areas. Use a cloth to remove any ridges or lumps
 during the set up time. When ready, buff with a terry cloth type rag. When using the colored
 waxes toothbrush or the build up in the recessed areas is desirable. If you are waxing on a cold
 surface with the clear wax buff after one hour. Let the colored wax sit longer, up to an hour or
 two and then buff. The colored waxes take much longer to dry If you are applying the wax to a
 hot surface, let the surface cool down, then buff. Do not apply the wax to extremely hot surfaces;
 let the surface cool down somewhat. A good rule of thumb of when to buff is if wax comes off,
 when you rub your finger over the surface, it is too early to buff. Do not wait longer than these
 times to buff in most any circumstance as the wax soon dries very hard. To apply multiple layers
 of wax repeat the application and buffing process let each layer harden for a few hours before
 applying the next.
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